Retrospective dose assessment: the measurement of the dose in quartz in dating and accident dosimetry.
In retrospective dosimetry using luminescence it is never possible to obtain a sample of the unaltered phosphor as it was at somc time in the past and before radiation exposure. This prevents direct calibration using conventional personnel dosimetry techniques, and so measurement protocols must be devised which allow accurate estimation of the dose using only the exposed phosphor. This has led to the use of complex protocols, requiring many tens of notionally identical subsamples, to obtain one estimate of the unknown dose. More recently, considerable effort has gone into devising protocols which provide an estimate of the unknown dose from only one subsample. These avoid the need to assume homogeneity in the sample. These protocols also allow faster measurement, which for the first time makes it practical to obtain multiple estimates of the unknown dose and thus externally calculated random errors. This paper discusses the development of single-aliquot protocols, with particular reference to those devised for use with quartz, and finally reviews some of their applications in the retrospective assessment of dose.